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ABSTRACT
Propose Upgrading and New Design Scheme of MAMA Restaurant for Mama Adunan Enterprise. Is proposed for a new image to its 
interior and to appeal the corporate image. Recently the restaurant started with a small business at shop lot. Day by day this business 
more attraction from customer until the owner have a own building to running their business and also have a new branch. Therefore the 
upgrading needs to occurs to make it easier for the customer to have an impression of Modem Kedah Traditional restaurant and also to 
offer comfort to the customer. The concept has to relate to Traditional of Kedah so that it can communicate directly to the customer. The 
interior flow has to proper in its organization so that the staff and customer circulation is divided. By executing this project, the client 
hopes to attract more tourist and the feel comfortable when they attend and dine in the restaurant and they can experience the Kedah 
traditional environment and culture.
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